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W-alk your heart out
UCF participates in the
8th annual American
Heart Walk-SEE NEWS,A2
Technolog

Author ta]ks Tupperware

LI KE SPEED 2,
BUT IN YOUR

WESH's Kealing discusses new novel

HEAD
..
,.

The era of thought-controlled games has
arrived, and soon you could be required
only to 'think'to operate a video game.
The Emotiv EPOC headset, the first Brain
Computer Interface device for the
gaming market, is the technology
behind the revolution.The EPOC detects
and processes real time brain activity
pa e'ms using a device that measures
electric activity in the brain.

BRITTNI JOHNSON

became its Vice President and was
the first woman on the cover of Busi-

Contributing Writer

ness ·Week.
WESH News journalist and author
Bob Kealing spoke to a group Thursday at the UCF Library to talk about
his book, Tupperware Unsealed:

What Keating wanted most to
uncover in his book, though, was how
Wise went from the face of Tupperware to being fired and erased from
Brownie Wise, Earl Tupper and the the company's history by founder
Earl Tupper. ·
Home Party Pioneers.
Kealing's book dives into the life of
"Central Flotida does have history
Brownie Wise, whose idea to sell that predates Walt Disney," Keating
Tupperware through home parties said to an attentive group ofl0.
made the company a success in the
Despite the small turnout, Keal1950s. Wise helped the Kissimmee-_ ing's _energy was high as he let listenbased company make millions, · ers in on a bit of largely unknown

Florida history, even to Central Florida natives. He spoke with passion and
got in character, pounding on -the
chair in front of him as he read tense
lettei;s between Tupper and Wise.
Kealing said his book is a sort of
"suburban archeology."
Most people think of suburban
areas as "sterile, lifeless and not dra·matic, but there's so much history,"
Kealing said.
Alan Lipp, a sophomore history
major, came because ~e had attended
previous library events that were
interesting. Lipp thought that because
the talk was about a woman leader, he
PLEASE SEE

KEALING ON A6-

REEMA DESAI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FlITURE

Bob Kealing ofWESH News stopped by the UCF Library on
Thursday to discuss his new book. Tupperware (Jnsealed.

'Society's dirty laundry' hangs out to dry in Millican Hall

Senator
waiting
fornew

EVEN GRADES
ARE BIGGER IN

AS

.,

~,(~t{~~@il\Vt~

Teachers and parents in Dallas are angry
about new grading policies that they say
are dumbing down the district and
pushing students through the system
who haven't earned it One of the most
contentious of
the policies
allows a
student who
fails atest to
retake it, with
the lower
score being
· tossedout

~lr@]®<st

post
Senate to vote on
. :. advocacy director
MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

'!!.

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
STEFANIE KUNCMAN/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Millican Hall is adorned with colorfully decorated T-shirts hung on a dothesline created by victim's of domestic violence.The shirts are meant to metaphorically 'air out society's dirty laundry:
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•

WEEKLONG BOOK FAIR
TO START TODAY AT
GEMINI AND LIBRA
The Creative School Parent Association
will sponsor a weeklong_book fair
starting today in Building 24 at
Gemini and Libra. Hours are from 8
a.m. to 9 a.m., 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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ANTHONY FAMILY
CANCELS VIGIL ·
TO ENSURE SAFETY
The family of 3-year-old Caylee
·Anthony said that it had to cancel its
vigil for the toddler to ensure the
family's safety. The family has had
angry confrontations with
demonstrators in front of the home in
the past week.
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NATION & WORLD, A4

DEATH TOLL CLIMBS
IN BOMBING OF
PAKISTAN HOTEL
Pakistan Prime Minisrer Yousuf Raza
GHani said that the death toll from the
huge truck bombing at a Marriot in
Islamabad, Pakistan, has reached
abbut 53. One American citizen has
been confirmed dead.
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Abuseoutaired
on
clotheslines
Clothesline Project exhibit
inspired by victims' stories
CARMEN CARROQUINO
Contributing Writer

"Around the world, at least
one in every three women has
been beaten, coerced into sex
or otherwise abused during
her lifetime," according to
www.endabuse.org.
Taking
a
proactive
approach to making those
women's voices heard is the
Verizon Wireless Florida
Clothesline Project, currently ·
on display _in Millican Hall
Verizon Wireless teamed up
with the Harbor House of
Central Florida and UCF's
Victim Services to help
spread the message against
domestic abuse through Tshirts displaying
expres-

, For more on this story go to

www.UCFNews.com
sions written by abuse vie. tims.
"The literal interpretation
of the exhibit is to air society's
'dirty laundry,' said Chuck
Hamby, the public relations
manager for Verizon Wireless
of Florida "The Clothesline
Project displays all of the
graphic, sad, violent, strong
STUANIE KUNCMAN /CEIIJRAL RDRIDA RITUR.E
and painful stories that are too Amessage from a domestic violence victim is displayed on a T-shirt hung up in Millican
often not talked about. Our Hall. The Verizon Wireless Clothesline Project exhibit will be displayed until this Friday.
goals are: to raise awareness
of domestic violence by edu- inspired by the stories of accounts bring the viewer to
cating people about the domestic abuse-victims who the brink of humanity, others
impact this tragic social issue are trying to voice their per- display the power and
has in our communities; to sonal experiences of pain strength that hope and faith
highlight resources where while offering a renewed can have on healing.
families can get help; sense of hope for the public to
Moving messages such as
and to prompt peo- see and learn from.
"Pain=Pain"
and
"Love
ple to take action
The exhibit features thera- shouldn't hurt" can ·be read
themselves and help; py through art, with brightly across the line of T-shirts in
prevent domestic vio- colored T-shirts painted with the exhibit, while stories such
lence."
messages of sorrow and as Christine's, a 33-year-old
The exhibit, located in regained self-worth strung mother of four can be read
Millican Hall and now on . along a makeshift clothesline.
display until Friday, is While
Pt.EASE SEE T-SHIRTS ON A6
some
personal

Stµdent Government Association Senator Brendon
Rivard will be voted on instead of voting - Thursday.
Rivard awaits confirmation
as the new director of the Student Advocacy unit.
"Brendon Rivard is a fantastic representative of Student
Government, and I can't think
of anyone better to fulfill the
role of director of student
advocacy," Speaker of the Senate Brian Peterson said
It was up to the executive
branch to find a candidate.
According to Peterson,
Rivard interviewed with SGA
President Logan Berkowitz
and Vice President Brandon
Delanois, and then they decided it was him they wanted to
fulfill the position.
Rivard will be voted on for
confirmation at this week's
PLEASE SEE

JOB ON A6

FourSGA
•
sessions
left for
legislation
SHAUN BEVAN
Staff Writer

There are only four sessions left for the 40th Student
Body Senate, and there is still
pending legislation to be
voted on before the Senate
changeover in the fall
On Sept. 4, Sen. Will Lusk,
chairman of the Conference
Registration and navel Committee, introduced Resolution
40-32, which urges UCF Business Services to reinstate the
UCF identification card offcampus program, to the Senate. The program, which is set
to be terminated on May 1,
2009, is an issue that Lusk can
personally relate to.
"I used to live in the
Towers, and I was specifically
PLEASE SEE
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Weeklong book fair starts today
The Creative School Parent
Association will sponsor a
weeklong book fair starting
today in Building 24 at Gemini
and Libra.
Hours are from 8 a.m. to 9
a.m., 12:30 p.m. to 1;30 p.m. and
4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Books for children of all
ages will be available.
For more information contact Amie Kusak at 407-823or
e-mail
2726
akusak@m.ai1.uc£edu.
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UCF puts up a fight against heart disea 0 1:::~~.

~=--=~· .
~

LINDSAY BURY

·

NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

Contributing Writer

Leaming to eat correctly
Meghan Murphy VanCamp
teaches how to eat the right
foods at the right time to make
a difference in strength and
endurance at the Recreation
and Wellness Center Classroom from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
today.
Call 407-823-5841 for more
information.

Southside to host open mic night
Southside BBQ & Pizza will
host Southside Soundcheck. an
open mic night to showcase
local talent, tomorrow from 8
p.m. to ll p.m.
For more information con' tact Sarahanne Gecan at 407823-3294 or e-mail cabmusic@maiJ,.uc£edu.

Clothesline Project at Millican Hall
The Clothesline Project, an
art display focused on educating people about domestic
violence and its preventibn,
will be on display at Millican
Hall from 8 a.m to 5 p.m.
tomorrow.
The project i!> traveling
across the state of Florida and
will be at Millican Hall through
Friday.
For more information contact Lashawn Rivera at 407823-9333
or
e-mail
larivera@mail.uc£edu.
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'

Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Anthony family cancels Sunday
night vigil for fears of safety
ORLANDO - The family of
' a missing Florida girl said it has
to cancel a prayer vigil for the
toddler to ensure the family's
safety.
Three-year-old
Caylee
Anthony has been missing
since June. The case has spiraled into a national media ph~nomenon and has attracted protesters who believe the girl's
22-year-old mother, Casey
Anthony, killed her and that her
grandparents,
Cindy and
George Anthony, are covering it
up.
.
.
The family has had confrontations with demonstrators
in the past week
A spokesman for the family
say they're forced to cancel ,
their Sunday night vigil to
ensure safety.

Thirty-five UCF teams helped to
raise $28,540 toward the fight against ·
heart disease and stroke on Saturday
by participating in the American
Heart Association Walk
UCF's total exceeded their initial
goal of $15,000. In addition, they
recruited 337 UCF team members, 37
over their recruitment goal of 300,
according to the Heart Walk's Web
site.
"The University of Central Florida has participated in the Heart Walk
for the past seven years, and we've
raised nearly $80,000 for the American Heart Association using its fight
against cardiovascular disease and
stroke," said President Hitt in an
online streaming video.
UCF's now ranks third out of 70
companies in fundraising, according
to the Greater Orlando Heart Walk .
Web site. Money is still being raised
· after the Heart Walk is over, however.
In it's eighth year as host for the
walk, Loch Haven Park was filled
· with participants of all ages. Some
even included their dogs in the walk
There was an array of support
through colored team shirts· and red
baseball
caps
signifying
survivors of heart disease
and stroke.
Bob Armacost, a survivor and interim director for Strategic Planning, sported the red
baseball cap and
was joined by his
wife Julia PetArmacost, associate dean of
planning
and
knowl~dge management. This
was their second
year walking with
the College of
Medicine. "I feel
great, and it's
important to have a
regular exercise," Bob
Armacost said. '.'Itts a
great cause," Julia PetArmacost said. "I feel
alive and invigorating."
Darlene J. Bouley, administrative assistant for the Center for
Distributed Learning and part of the
UCF Staff Council team, said the
increase in participants is a positive
sign.
"It's fabulous. People are turning
out more and more each year,"
Bouley said. "More people are giving
back I think more people are aware
of the disease. The
American

South Florida linebacker cleared
to fetum home after injury
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Hundreds of locals participated in the annual Orlando Heart Walk on Saturday. Orlando Heart Walk, an event of
the American Heart Association, is a fundraiser to aid in research, education and advo~cy for heart disease.

Heart Association are doing a great
job with getting the word out about
heart disease."
Another survivor, Robin Roberts,
Director of the School of Accounting
and Burnett Eminent Scholar, along
with his wife, walked with
the College of Education,
Smartiesteam.
Roberts was always
aware of heart disease in
his family and always
lived a healthy life, but
knew he would eventually
have
to
undergo surgery
- DARLENE J. BOULEY
PART OFTHE UCF STAFF COUNCIL TEAM
for his ·heart. That
day came when
he started feeling
symptoms
of
'.Angina. Angina bypass surgery, the heart-lung
occurs when machine and surgical 't echniques to
an area of the repair heart defects.
heart muscle
These advances are making it posdoes not get sible for many to call themselves
enough oxygen- "survivors," according to a release by
rich blood. It can Nancy Gay, Communications Direccause chest pain and tor of American Heart Association
discomfort. ·
Greater Southeast Affiliate.
Roberts went through
Othtir activities during the walk
a quadruple bypass surgery included live entertainment, a shoe
for blocked arteries in May of clinic sponsored by Track Shack, a
2007 at the age of 47.
,
blood-pressure check tent, food and
"I felt so much better immedi- refreshments and a kid zone.
ately because your body wasn't get"We are really excited and feel
ting the oxygen that it needed,'' said that we have raised more money this
Roberts. "I believe in what the Amer- year," Gay said. "We are also really
ican Heart Association teaches me excited about the turn out with the
about the relationship between diet event."
and exercise and keeping your heart . . Of the 35 UCF teams, the top-five
healthy. When heart disease is fundraising teams were: Team PLC,
caught and treated after recovery, Team College ofMedicine, Team Stuyou continue to have a high quality of· dent Development and Enrollment
life."
Services, Finance and Accounting,
Research funded by the American and Academic Affairs Knight
Heart Association has contributed to Walkers.
important innovations like CPR,
life-extending drugs. like 'clot
busters, pacemakers,

'It's fabulous.

People are turning
out more and more
each year. More
people are giving

back.'

MIAMI - South Florida
linebacker Brouce Mompremier was cleared to return
home Sunday, one day after
being airlifted to a Miami hospital following a collision with a
teamµiate in the Bulls' game
against FIU.
Mompremier will miss at
least two games, USF officials
said Sunday. He will be evaluated by team doctors this week to
further assess his injuries and
determine when he may be able
to resume football activity.
Mompremier and teammate
PLEASE SEE
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.LET US KNOW

In the Sept. 19 article 'UCF
Donors Favor Obama,' an editing error removed a portion of
a sentence.
The sentence in paragraph
four should have read,
"According to · the records
found through a search of Web
sites that track political contributions, 76 percent of the UCF

individuals, w~ch includes
faculty, staff and students,
donated to Democrat presidential candidates; 24 percent
donated to Republican presi.:.
dential candidates."
The bolded words were not
~eluded in the article.
'

',J

LOCAL WEATHER
Today
SCATTERED
T-STORMS

High:86°
Low:74°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: A 40 percent chance of showers. Northeast wind at six mph and a
maximum humidity of 66 percent.
Tonight: Thunderstonns with an 80
percent chance of rain and northeast
wind at 11 mph.

T-STORMS

Wednesday

High:84°
Low:73°

High: 83°
SCATTERED T-STORM Low: 72°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-44745.56 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition. 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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CotJference on green lifestyle will come to tJCF
JILUAN KROTKI

>

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

UCF will host the third
annual Campus and Community Sustainability Conference Oct. 19 through the 2L
The conference will offer
information on the best ways
to live a green lifestyle and
promote green culture.
The theme of the conference is "The 3 C's of SustainCommunication,
ability:
Community Involvement
and Campus Environment."
More than 400 leaders
from government agencies,
universities and businesses
are expected at the confer-

ence. Many of these individuals are also sustainability
program coordinators.
Michelle Murphy of Campus Outreach and Programming for Sustainability and
Energy ManageII_lent said,
"The .conference will help
educate the community on
sustainable initiatives underway at UCF, while helping
the Sustainability Alliance
understand the goals that still
neeq to be set."
Both the faculty and student sustainability alliances
at UCF work to put forth
green initiatives on campus
as well as in the community.
The mission of the alliances,

according to their Web site,
is "to incorporate the collective goals of social justice,
economic developJD.ent and
environmental protection
when formulating sustainable strategies for construction. operations and maintenance,
education
and
research programs at the
university."
"The
. Sustainability"
Alliance came from a need
for everyone to open up lines
of communication in order to
unite the UCF's commitment
to reducing its impact on the
environment," Murphy said.
The conference is two
days long, and will include

Secret garden

panel presentations and speakers.
The event will be held at the
Collins Center for a Sustainable Florida, and is coming to
Orlando after originally being
at University of Florida and
then at Florida State University.
Registration is open to the
public, and the alliance has
worked to keep CQsts low.
"Students can have their
registration fee waived if they
volunteer for five consecutive
hours during the conference,"
Rebecca Rashkin, Assistant
Coordinator-of the 2008 Campus and Community Conference, said. ''Please e-mail sustainableUCF@mail.ucf.edu if
. you are interested in this
option."
Registration fees are $59 for

'The Sustainability Alliance came
from a need for everyone to open
up lines of communication in order
to unite the UCF's commitment to
_reducing its impact on the
environment,'
-

MICHELLE MURPHY

CAMPUS OUTREACH AND PROGRAMMING
FOR SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT

students, $159 for government
agencies and universities and
$189 for the private sector.
Reduced and waived registration fees are available for

those who qualify.
Anyone
can
register
through the Web site at
www.sustainabiefloridaconference.org.
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Thursday, October 9th
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Aserene scene af the Maitland Art Center offers visitors a quiet place to reflect on their day. The Center was founded in 1938
and still stands today serving its original purpose as a~ artists' colony and also hosts art lessons and exhibits in its on-site
museum. The Maitland Art Center is on the National Register of Historic Places and is open daily at 231 W. Packwood Avenue.
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Carlton Williams collided midway through the third quarter
of South Florida's 17-9 win.
Mompremier's head and
neck appeared to bounce off
Williams' body, and the 6foot-l, 230-pound Miami
native fell awkwardly to the
turf, where he remained for
more than 15 minutes while
medical personnel gently
placed him on a gurney and
took him off the field

Crist says death penal!}' justified
for man set to die on Tuesday
STARKE - When Florida
resumed executions this summer after an 18-month moratorium, Gov..Charlie Crist
wanted to sign death warrants for those convicted of
the most heinous murders.
The ultimate punishment
was certainly justified for
Richard Henyard, who is
scheduled to die Tuesday, the
governor said
Henyard, 34, and a teenage
accomplice carjacked Carol
Lewis and her daughters, Jasmine, 3, and Jamilya. 7, outside
a central Florida grocery
store 15 years ago. He told
Lewis he was Satan when she
prayed for help, raped her and
then shot her multiple times,
but she survived He then participated in the execution of
her daughters after they cried
out for their mom.
"When you look at the
horrific nature of this crime, it
lets you know that the penalty he will receive is certainly
justified," Crist said when he
signed the death warrant. It's
"unimaginable that any
human being could carry out
such a horrendous act."
Lewis, who talks about her .
ordeal as a pastor and motivational speaker in the Ocala
area, did not respond to emails or telephone calls seeking comment on Henyard's
pending execution.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS ·
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EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Norwich University Corps of

Cadets faces hazing accusation

•
•

•
•

NORTHFIELD, Vt. - For
years new members of Norwich University's Corps of
C~dets have been trajned
abbut how much they can
demand from incoming students joining the military arm
of the school witho:ut crossing
a line into hazing.
The new students can be
,told to march, they can told to
read or recite school policies
and doctrines or, under cer~
tain circumstances, do pushups or other physical activities. The· new students can't
be woken up in the night, they
can't be made to crawl across
,the parade ground and they
can't be touched.
But last week allegations
surfaced that an upperclass
student hit a freshman with a
broom handle. . Criminal
charges and a non-criminal
hazing complaint have been
filed by Northfield police.
School charges could follow.
Despite clear rules prohibiting hazing, Norwich still
has one or two cases a year
where an upper class student
who is given authority over
othei:s crosses a line in~o hazing.
Administrators at other
colleges understand Norwich's frustration.
"This isn't just a college
and university issue," said
David Parrott, the associate
vice president for student
affairs and dean of student life
at Texas A&M.
He says hazing is ingrained
in popular culture and it happens in professional sports
and the business world Parrott said he'd worked at four
institutions and hazing was an
issue at e'ach one.
A national study of hazing
released in March found that
55 percent of college students
involved in clubs, teams and
other organizations have
experienced hazing of one
sort or another. More than
11,000 students at 53 schools
were surveyed and 300 interviewed It did not include military schools.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Pakistan army troops arrive Sunday to conduct a rescue operation at the site of
Saturday's massive truck bombing at a Marriot hotel in Islamabad, Pakistan.

Pakistan prime minister says
bombing resulted in 53 deaths
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan Pakistan's prime minister said
the death toll from the huge
truck bombing of a luxury
hotel in Pakistan's capital has
reached about 53.
Premier Yousuf Raza
Gilani updated the toll after
rescuers found more bodies
in the charred shell of the
Islamabad Marriott.
Interior Ministry chief
Rehman Malik said the Czech
ambassador to Pakistan was
also among the dead
One American citizen has
also been confirmed dead
The blast on Saturday
evening shredded the hotel
and triggered a fire that raged
for hours through the building.
'
More than 250 people
were injured, including at
least 21 foreigners.

Hong Kong government says
Chinese-macle milk tainted
HONG KONG - The
Hong Kong govemm~t says
its tests have found melamine
in Chinese-made Nestle
brand milk
The government said late
Sunday it found the industrial
chemical in Nestle's Dairy
Farm brand pure milk for
catering use. It said the milk
was made by Nestle's division
in the Chinese coastal city
Qingdao.
But the statement said the
tests only found a small
amount of melamine and that
the milk does not pose a serious health risk.
It recommended, however, the milk not be fed to
young children.
More than 6,200 infants
have become sick and four
babies have died in China
after being fed melaminelaced baby formula. One toddler has become sick in Hong
Kong - the first victimreported outside the Chinese
mainland

Nigerian militant group declares
ceasefire in southem region
LAGOS, Nigeria - Nigeria's main militant group is
declaring a ceasefire in the
southern oil region after a
week of stepped-up. attacks
on the military and oil infrastructure in Africa's oil giant.
The Movement for the
Emancipation of the Niger
Delta said Sunday it was ceasing hostilities immediately
after appeals from elders and
politicians in the restive
southern region where fighting has flared over the past
week.
The group said in an emailed statement that it
would launch another series
of reprisal attacks if there is
another tµilitary raid on one
of the group's base camps.
A military operation on
Sept. 14 prompted the latest
surge in violence.

South Africa's president heeds
party's call to step down
JOHANNESBURG,South
Africa - South Africa's president has agreed to resign
after the country's ruling
party· called on him to step
down.
A statement from the presidency says that Thabo
Mbeki will "step down after
all constitutional requirements have been met."
Parliament is due to ,meet
in the coming days to formalize the resignation procedure.
The ruling party's National Executive. Committee
decided Saturday to recall
Mbeki before the end of his
term next year.
Mbeki had faced growing
pressure to quit from supporters of the ruling party's
president, Jacob Zuma.
Last week, ·a judge threw
out corruption charges

against Zuma and implied
that Mbeki's government put
pressure on the National
Prosecuting Authqrity to
bring the charges for political
motives.

Court orders man to remove .
pirate ship from front yard
•
VANCOUVER, British
Columbia - The front yard
of a house in· a tiny British
Columbia neighborhood is a
little less welcoming for
pirates now.
·
Architect Andrew Dewberry and a crew of friends
spent Saturday· dismantling
the pirate ship tree house he's
had in his Vancouver yard for
two years. He said he had no
choice after a court ordered it
to be removed for not complying with city byla~.
Dewberry had to explain
the situation to his sons Jack,
9, and Sam, 7, before the tree
house came down. He said,
"They've had a lot of joy with
the tree fort."
Jack, who stood with a
friend and watched the dismantling, said, 'We wanted to
sleep in it over the summer
one time, bµt we didn't get
around to· it and now we
can't."

The ·plan offers you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inpatient and Outpatient Care, including Mental
Health
Coverage for prescription drugs, up to $1,000
Access to Aetna's nationwide network of
participating health cqre professionals
Travel Assistance Services and Worldwide Medical
Coverage 1
Optional dental insurance programs
Vision, Fitness,. and Natural Products and Services
Discount Programs 1, 2, 3

Enrol I -today at
www.aetnastudenthealth.com

U.N.says ~uns fell silent in much
of Afghanistan for Peace Day
KABUL, Afghanistan The U.N. said guns fell silent
across much of Afghanistan
on Sunday for an International Peace Day that saw pledges
by the U.S., NATO, the
Afghan government and the
Taliban to halt attacks.
Violence still marred the
day. A Taliban attack Sunday
killed two guards in one
province, while in .another a
battle that began Saturday
continued
Still, the U.N. said tens of
thousands of international
troops, Afghan soldiers and
Taliban militants "all stood
down from offensive.military
operations in support of the
biggest International Peace
Day effort that Afghanistan
has known."
Most government officials
1 .
around the country repolted
no violence, and several credited Peace Day efforts.
When asked if he had any
reports of violence, U.S. coalition spokesman Sgt. 1st Class
Joel Peavey said: "Not at all."
In Ghazni province, Taliban militants attacked a security company guarding a road
. construction crew, killing two
guards, ·s aid the governor's
spokesman, Ismail Jahangir.
And in the western
province of Herat, fighting
continued Sunday in a battle
·that began with a militant
attack Saturday that killed 11
police, said Sayad Gul Chesti,
the district chie£
Still, the push for peace
. was largely successful considering that U.S. and NATO
forces shelved offensive operations and that 2008 has been
the most violent year in
Afghanistan since the 2001
U.S.-led invasion that ousted
the
Taliban's · hard-line
Islamist government.
Taliban attacks have
grown larger and mo.r e deadly this year.
At least 120 U.S. soldiers
and 104 troops from other
NATO nations have died
already in 2008, both record
numbers. Overall, more than
4,500 people - mostly militants - have died in insurgency-related attacks this
year•

Sunday was the 26th
anniversary of the International Day of Peace, a UN.backed push for a day of nonviolence
and
global
cease-fire. The U.'N. mission
in Afghanistan in particular
heavily promotes the day.

Do you want to get
news and updates ·
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert. ,,

. How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

erenttal 3=foriba 3=uture
Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Cen~ral
Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636 . Now you can b e -rn
the ~ow while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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Real estate leader speaks at UCF Resolutions
still await vote

•

MICHELLE DENDY

•

Contributing Writer

On ThursW1,y, the UCF Real
Estate Academic Leaders
hosted their first informational
meeting with guest speaker
Terry Delahunty, head representative of the National Association of Industrial and Office
Properties' Central Florida
chapter.
President Lenny Destefano
founded REAL last year, and it
became an official registered
club last spring. They have an
active group of 25 members
and hope to make the club
grow throughout this year.
"We're trying to do two
things," Destefano, a junior
real estate and finance major,
said. "We're trying to make
people aware of all facets there
are of real estate, and we're
also trying to bridge the gap
between local community and
real estate professionals."

•

..
,.

.
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NAIOP is the nation's leading trade association for developers, owners,investors, asset
managers and other professionals in industrial, office and
mixed-use commercial real
estate. NAIOP has provided
UCF with $L5 million in donations, as well as the six-part
educational series that began
last week
The NAIOP series consists
of classes that teach students
information needed to be successful in commercial real
estate. After the classes, the
students have to take the information they have learned and
develop a project based on a
provided case study. The project is then presented to a panel
of judges.
"It puts you in with the people you want to get involved
in," Delahunty said. ''NAIOP is
instrumental for pushing for a
real estate school here at
UCF."

Delahunty focused his session on assembling the developmental team and the challenges that arise from
development. He also shared
his personal experience in
development throughout the
years, and answered any questions club members had
Delahunty also praised getting involved with community
boards and UCF clubs.
"I recommend getting
involved in these boards if you
enjoy being part of a community," he said "It's a great way
to meet people and make
effects on the community. Networking in real estate is where
it's at."
The success of REAL this
year thus far is due to a joint
efforst with NAIOP, the Real
Estate School and the current
club members.
"Our goal is to be the top 10
school in real estate in 10
years," Destefano said. "The

real estate school teaches
much more sophisticated
material than anyone would
think We focus on commercial real estate, which deals
with development and it's
more in-depth than just residential."
The next educational event
NAIOP is hosting is "Development 101" on Oct. 15. Students
will have the opportunity to
talk with the chief financial
officer of Avalon Park Group
Joseph Macau. He will discuss
site acquisition, the permitting
process and due diligence.
Events are free to all UCF students and open to anyone.
For more information on
REAL and the NAIOP Educational Series, contact DeStefano
at
realucfpresident@gmail.com.
Weekly Meetings are held
Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m. in the
Business
Administration
Building Room 427.

.
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Terry Delahunty, head ofthe National Association of Industrial and Office Properties (NAIOP), talks to the UCF Real Estate aub and a real estate class about the importanc.e of obtaining practical experience.

34 is out to add a part to Section 4.04 in Senate Rule Four
thinking of them when I that will require a IO-minute
wrote
this
resolution recess after two hours of any
because there are a couple of posted meeting time.
problems," Lusk said. ''What
Introduced on Thursday
happens between that two- by Sen. Dustin Robinson was
week period between spring Resolution 40-35, which
semester and summer, or opposes the proposed Floribetween summer and fall, da Constitutional Amendwhen students are living on ment 2 that seeks to define a
campus and none of the marriage between a man and
restaurants are open? They a woman as the only recogcan't use their money any- nized legal union. According
where."
to the resolution, if passed,
Resolution 40-32 was the resolution will state that
approved along with two the 40th Student Senate offiother resolutions, and three dally disagrees with and is
bills were passed by the Stu- opposed to the Florida
dent Senate during Thurs- amendment because of its
day's session. Resolutions capability to lessen the rights
40-30 and 40-31 amended of all Floridians.
Although there are only
Senate rules, while the bills
approved funding for vari- four sessions left for the 40th
ous club activities.
Senate, there shouldn't be
Only six more pieces of any reason why all of these
legislation are left on the pieces of legislation shouldSenate floor before they n't pass, Speaker of the Sen:
become obsolete when the ate Brian Peterson said
41st Student Senate comes
But for the resolutions
into office. It is rare for the and bills that were introSenate to let legislation die duced on Thursday, time is
.out at the end of a term.
running short.
Those items still left are
In order for a resolution
three bills and three resolu- or bill to be voted on, it must
tions. These six pieces of go through three readings,
legislation are a mixture of Lusk said. The first reading
funding
requests
and is an introduction, and there
amendments to SGA rules.
is no discussion among the
Bill 40-90, introduced by Senators. It is then passed
Sen. Stephen Mortellaro, on to a specific SGA comseeks funding to support the mittee that reviews it and
Sports Club Council in the gives a non-binding vote on
amount of$4,000. Bill 40-92, legislation. In either case,
introduced by Sen. Justin the legislation moves on to
Klein, requests funding for its third reading, where the
Chabad Jewish Student Senators discuss and debate
Group to attend the Chabad the issue at hand, and then
on Campus International vote on it.
Leadership Conference in
This process was comNew York in the amount of pleted for Resolution 40-32
$3,000. For Bill 40-93, Sen. on Thursday night, and was
Aaron Silvers introduced the approved by the end of the
bill that requested $2,600 to session. Lusk hopes thatthis
fund 13 members of the resolution will be the founAssociation for Educational oation that will change BusiCommunication and Tech- ness Services' plans, much
nology to attend the 2008 like how a previous resoluAECT International Con- tion did for graduate benevention in Orlando.
fits.
"I hearq. that one of our
Resolution 40-33 se~k.vfo
amend Senate Rule Foiil,by resolutions was actually
giving appointed senators, cited as a reference for. reawho often must wait long sons to increase graduate
periods of time, the opportu- student benefits that are
nity to participate earlier in ~rand , ;11-ew, starting this
the meetings. Resolution 40- / year," Itusk said
.·. 7 I
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Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships .

•

Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement

•
•

· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

ADD SOME EXCITEMENT & 1'DVENTURE TO YOUR UCF SCHEDULE!
Register for a Military Science Class. For more information, contact Captain Adam Berlew,
407-823-5383 or visit www.ucfrotc.com today!

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Maiors.
For more information,
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(407) 823-1247 or
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Kealing hopes Wise will join T-shirts express grief, anger
CLOTHESLINE PROJECT
Fla. Women's Hall of Fame
FROM A1
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thought he might get some
useful conversation starters
for the future.
"I thought I could get
some common ground with
my mom," Lipp said.
But what Lipp said was
most interesting to him was
the history.
"We generally focus on
people at large and not individual people that develop
the world we see on a daily
basis," Lipp said "[WISe] was
part of a cornerstone in life in
thel950s."
Chad Cox, a senior aerospace engineering major,
agreed
"It's interesting to learn
something about your home,"
Cox said
Instead of Wise's story
being one that lasted a minute
on Kealing's TV station, he
thought it was "a story that
people needed to hold on to."
Not only was Tupperware
one of the first significant
companies in Central Florida,
but Wise was an important
role model for women. Her
idea for home parties allowed
women to work at home in a
social setting. This opened
the door for thousands of
women to enter the work
force in the 1950s.
"Women were economically invisible at the time,
now all of a sudden they can
contribute to the family
budget," Kealing said.
Wise was so admired by
her saleswomen that they

would bid for the clothes off
her back. Kealing has even
dubbed her the "Queen o{
Kissimmee," because of the
role she played in the community and her popularity.
"[Wise] was a trailblazer,"
said Cox. "She was a leading
woman at a major corporation which should be motivational to all, not just women."
But this "rock star" of Tupperware has not been recognized for her accom-

plishments. Kealing has submitted Wise for induction
into the Florida Women's
Hall of Fame for two years in
a row, but she hasn't made the
finals. Kealing hopes his book
will help bring attention to
Wise's contributions to the
lives of women.
"She deserves to be celebrated," he said. "She is the
most important Florida business woman of the 21st Century."

Bob Keoling

s,.ownie Wise
Earl Tupper,, •

alongside.
"When you're a victnn,
you begin to believe all the
terrible things you are told,"
Christine said "I didn't know
who I was anymore."
For Cathy, a 42-year-old
mother of two, physical violence along with emotional
abuse plagued her life.
"Today, I look back and
thank God that I had to face
myself in the mirror after that
black eye ... I had lost my selfesteem, my confidence and
my freedom," Cathy said
However, Cathy, like many
others, found self-worth.
''Now my life is filled with
love and hope," Cathy said.
"Everyone deserves happiness."
Through the HopeLine
program launched in October
2001, Verizon Wireless has
been dedicated to domestic
violence awareness and prevention.
The
program
involves the donation of old
or unused wireless phones to
any Verizon Wireless Communications Store where
they are refurbished and
resold with proceeds going
directly to the program. The
proceeds collected from the
HopeLine program are then

The Oothesline Project (OP) is a
program started on Cape Cod,
Mass., in 1990 to address the issue
of violence against women. It is a
vehide for women affected by
violence to express their emotions
by decorating a shirt. They then
hang the shirt on a dothesline to
be viewed by others as testimony
to the problem of violence against
women.
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spent on new phones that are
given to victims of domestic
violence as a link to the world
and as a resource to seek help.
The Verizon Wireless Florida
Clothesline Project is one
campaign of an "estimated
500 national and international
projects, with an estimated
50,000 to 60,000 shirts,"
according to www.clotheslineproject.org. The organization as a whole honors
women survivors as well as
victims of intimate violence
who are now deceased
According to clotheslineproject.org, "Any woman
who has experienced suc h
violence, at any time in her
life, is encouraged to come

forward and design a shirt.
Victim's families and friends
are
also
invited
to
participate."
For more information on
the HopeLine Program,
please visit www;verizonwireless.com/hopeline.
For more information on
the Clothesline Project visit
clotheslineproject.org.
For information on abuse
and The Harbor House, visit
their Web site at www.harborhousefl.com or call the 24hour emergency hotline for
Florida at l-800-500-lll9.
You can also visit .~qF's
Victim Services at v i ~ vices.ucf.edu for more iifi"ormation.
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Senate meeting.
''If [Rivard] is confirmed,
he will automatically be
resigned from the 40th student Senate and will be the
director for Student Advocacy," Peterson said
"I will not be running for
Senate," Rivard, who represents College of Arts &
Humanities, wrote in an email. "Statutorily, it is disallowed to be on multiple
branches of Student Government as this presents conflict
of interests."
Rivard advocated for students on his own before
obtaining
the
position,
Berkowitz said during his
announcement slot in Thursdays Senate meeting.
''I work with several organ-

izations on campus to better
the University of Central Florida community for every student," Rivard wrote in the email.
As soon as Rivard gets
appointed as the new ilirector
ofStudent Advocacy, there are
issues that he hopes to tackle,
he said
"The Alcohol Emergency
Policy is a project that has
been initiated that I feel should
be implemented," Rivard
wrote in an e-mail. "Further,
there are a lot ofnon-traditional students such as veterans,
graduate students and transfer
students who are facing a lot of
issues at the University ofCentral Florida, and these must be
approached and resolved."
The Student Advocacy
unit's former director, Derek
Harris, resigned on Sept. 4

because he received the
opportunity to work for Valencia Community College's
Higher Education Administration.
"I hope to mirror Derek's
passion and fervor for Student Advocacy and continue
to work on a lot of the issues
he labored for," Rivard wrote
in the e-mail. ''The University
of Central Florida is continually growing and changing,
and students need [to] fluctuate with these changes. And I
hope to address several different issues I have heard students express to me both
while I was a Senator and
now, under my new position
of Director of Student Advocacy."
''I was sad to see [Rivard]
go," Peterson said ''1 was sad
to see him leave the Senate."
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UCF misses chances in
mistake-filled garrie at .I K:
BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

PHOTOS BY MICHAEL DWYER/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF quarterback Michael Greco, top, scored UCF's only touchdown, but also threw 3 interceptions against Boston College on Saturday.
Eagles' quarterback Chris Crane struggled early and was benched before halftime. But he came back to rush for 2 scores in the 2nd half.

•

THE BREAKDOWN

.Q uarterback play leaves much to be desired
PADRICK BREWER
Editor-in-Chief

Aside from a graphic on
ESPNU indicating that Ricky
Ross is wide receiver._,for the
Knights, there was not much to
smile about for the UCF Football team Saturday in Chestnut
Hill, Mass.
Even with the hip-hop star
in the lineup, UCF would have
had trouble dealing with
Boston
College,
which
outscored the Knights 31-0 in
the second half en route to a
34-7 victory.

In their first road game of
the season, the Knights collapsed after leading 7-3 at the
hal£
Here's a breakdown of what
happened:

UCF QB Michael Greco vs.
Boston College QB Chris Crane
In a game with two very
similar squads, whichever
team bad the best play from its
quarterback was going to win.
Both starting quarterbacks
played well enough to get
benched in the first half, with
Boston College
backup

Dominique Davis entering in
the Eagles' third series of the
game and UCF true freshman
Rob Calabrese making his
first appearance with the
Knights with about 12 minutes remaining in the second
quarter.
Before he was taken out,
Greco was 4-of-8 for 35 yards
and an interception. Calabrese,
seeing his first action of the
season. threw an interception
in his first collegiate pass
attempt.
PLEASE SEE

RUNNING ON AB

CHESTNUT HILL, Mass.
- It was a beautiful Saturday
for football on the campus of
Boston College. The weather
was crisp, the sky was bright
and fall was felt in the air.
But for the UCF Football
team on Saturday,. the results
were stale, the players were
left blue and the Knights fell to
1-2 after falling apart during the
second half of their 34-7 loss to
the Eagles.
The Knights had their
opportunities to score as they
forced three interceptions
from Eagles quarterback Chris
Crane, and had nine possessions which they took the ball
into Boston College territory.
But the Knights were just as
mistake-prone, seeing three of
those drives end in interceptions and two more finish with
missed field goals from 25 and
23 yards out.
'We had plenty of great
field opportunities to get some
points on the board with special teams or offense, and we
just didn't get it done," UCF
head coach George O'Leary

said
The Knights held a 7-3 lead
after a sluggish first half in
which both offenses were misfiring. But as UCF's offense

34-7
Boston College vs. UCF
continued to sputter after the
intermission, Boston College
started to rev up.
The Eagles opened the second half with a 56-yard kickoff
return by Jeff Smith to UCF's
41-yard line. Crane, who was
booed off the field and
benched earlier in the game
for freshman Dominique
Davis, came back to complete
two passes on the drive. He
fmished it off with a 1-yard run
for a touchdown.
After Crane and UCF quarterback Michael Greco threw
interceptions on their next
drive, Crane took the Eagles
down the field single-handedly. Three completions and two
short Crane rushes led to
another Boston College score,
giving the Eagles a 17-7 lead
UCF linebacker Lawrence
Young gave the Knights some
life during BC's next drive as
he picked off Crane at the
Eagles' 11-yard line. But, as it
was for the entire afternoon,
PLEASE SEE

BOTH ON AB

Women's soccer loses first home game since '06
WILLIAM PERRY
Staff Writer

•
•
•

-

The UCF Women's Soccer
team fell to No. 21 Kansas on
Friday night in a 3-2 thriller that
turned into an offensive barrage.
'We were all over them," UCF
head coach Amanda Cromwell
said "The way we were attacking, I thought we were going to
score four goals tonight. We were
hitting on all cylinders.
"That's the game of soccer
sometimes. It's a game we bate
and the game we love and we
were on the other end of it
tonight."
To open the first half, the
Knights came out attacking,
looking as if to legitimize their

For more sports coverage:

~

www.UCFNews.com - , ,
national ranking. They had an
early scoring chance on a comer
kick in the third minute that was
sent toward the net by Becca
Thomas but was turned away by
Kansas goalie Julie Hanley.
Just 6 minutes later, Yvonne
George came down the wing on
what appeared to be a seemingly
harmless play. From about 30
yards out, she hit a perfectly
placed shot that found the upper
right comer, giving the Knights
the quick lead on George's second goal of the year.
After seeing their goal go in
on a long attempt, the Knights

3-2

Kansas vs. UCF
tried several more long shots, but
all were blocked.
Kansas picked up its offensive
pressure and tied the score in the
26th minute when Katie
Williams redirected a shot past
UCF goalie Aline Reis.
Kansas' Shannon McCabe
sent a well-placed comer kick to
the far side of the net to set up
PLEASE SEE

DEFENSIVE ON A9

UCF defender
Nikki Moore
pushes the
ball up the
field versus
Kansas on
Friday night.
RAYMA JENKINS /
CEtffilAL FLORIDA
FUTURE
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Volleyball sweeps Southern Miss tournament
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

To say a conference win for
the UCF Volleyball team is
overdue is an understatement.
The Knights haven't won a CUSA match since Sept. 15,
2006. That near two-year
drought finally came to an end
Thursday against Southern
Miss, when the Knights swept
the Golden Eagles 25-21, 25-16
and25-15.
"I thought that we played
like a maturing team tonight,"
head coach Todd Dagenais
said in a press release. 'We still
have a lot of rough spots, but
we were able to overcome
those patches by executing. I
think that, as tired as we are
from playing on the road as
much as we have played, all

that road activity has put us in
the position to be comfortable
with the start of conference
play, actually opening up on
the road
"I am really proud of how
the team handled themselves
traveling so much, and how 1
we have gone about the
process of being a road team.
It really paid off tonight in
our level of focus and execution."
The win kicked off what
would be a very good tournament in Hattiesburg, Miss., for
the Knights. UCF swept the
tournament, improving its
record to 9-5 and extending its
win streak to five, UCF's
longest since 2004.
The Knights got past
McNeese State and North
Texas in three and four sets

respectively, and showed how
good they could be.
The Knights hit .417 in the
match against McNeese,
including a season-high .714
attack percentage in the first
set. A big reason for that was
Jenny Heppert, who compiled
a .643 hit percentage during
the match.
'We executed the game
plan down to the letter for
two-and-a-half sets," Dagenais
said in a press release. "That
first set we were as efficient as
any team could be at any level
We were absolutely perfectly
efficient in that set.
"We had a couple errors
early and a serving error late,
but other than that the team
executed everything that the
coaching staff had asked them
to."

It seemed like the entire
roster for the Knights stepped
up during the tournament.
Defensively,
Kathleen
Curry, Melissa Reinders and
Kristen Petrasic had solid outings, but the story was on the
offensive side of the net.
Erin
Campbell
and
Stephanie Serna were the
dominant players for the
Knights. Campbell, who was
named the tournament MVP,
posted 49 kills over the weekend, and racked up 26 digs.
"Campbell just had an
offensive explosion this weekend," Dagenais said in a press
release. "She did a nice job of
getting us points when we
needed to get them. [Being
named MVP] is good for her
because she made the commitment to be an all-around

player and not just a hitter. So
for her to play as well as she
did all the way around, was
good for her and very important to us to be successful this
weekend"
Serna also stepped up for
UCF. The senior compiled 37
kills en route to being named
to the all-tournament team.
She also hit .419 on the weekend, and set a career-high in
hit percentage 'during the
match against Southern Miss.
"Serna just gives us so
many options when she can
attack that well from the right
side," Dagenais said in a press
release. "She takes a lot of the
pressure off of the outside hitters, and she did it again
today."
UCF will now begin Conference USA play. The

Knights started 8-6 last season
before going winless in CUSA the rest of the w ay, but
the team is looking to start
anew this season.
Dagenais is very happy
with his team's progress over
t h e past weekend going into
its string of conference opponents, starting Friday at SMU.
" It is very difficult to play
three matches in a row at a
very high level, and to hit with
the kind of numbers we have
been hitting for three matches
in a row," Dagenais said in a
press release. "I'm very proud
of the team to go on the road
and open conference play
with a win [ vs. Southern
Miss,] and sweep the weekend in terms of matches. It is a
very important milestone for
our new era."

Both teams play QB roulette

Running game is standing still

FROM A7

FROM A7

UCF's offense could do nothing with the great field position.
Two rushes for one yard
and a 4-yard pass set up Daren
Daly's 25-yard field goal
attempt, which clanked off the
left upright.
"I don't know if you can
ever get better field position
than they were giving,"
O'Leary said, "and we didn't
take advantage of it."
Daly has missed three of
four field goal attempts this
season, and O'Leary said
Daly's failures will lead to a
reassessment of that position.
"You can't blow field goals,"
O'Leary said. "It's not just field
goals, but momentum. That's
like sticking a pin in a balloon
out there. That will be seriously addressed by mysel£ rm just
not very happy from snapper
to holder to kicker."
The Eagles scored on their
next three drives to make up
the final score. Boston College
outgained UCF in total yards
411-252, and had double the

amount of first downs - 24-12.
But neither team was very
successful at anything in the
first hal£
Crane moved the team two
yards or less on three of the
team's first four possessions,
and received numerous boos
during the first half, as the
crowd wanted to see Davis, a
Lakeland, Fla. product.
Davis did get in with 6:52
left in the opening quarter,
completed his first pass
attempt and got the Eagles
down to the UCF 7-yard line.
But, it all went for naught as
Steve Aponavicius hit the left
upright from 24 yards out.
The Knights also made a
change at quarterback, but
when Greco was replaced, it
wasn't by the team's assumed
No. 2 quarterback, Joe Weatherford Instead, true freshman
Rob Calabrese saw his first
collegiate football-action.
Calabrese entered the game
before the Knights' second
drive of the second quarter.
His first pass was intercepted.
Calabrese played during five
series and completed 4-of-8

passes for 37 yards and the
interception,
"I wanted to get him in,"
O'Leary said of Calabrese. "I
thought he did some good
things, but probably not
enough good things."
Given that Greco also didn't
throw for at least 100 yards and
threw three interceptions,
O'Leary said he would take
some time before announcing
the Knights' starting quarterback for Saturday's game at
UTEP, but also said that he
wants to continue to play two
quarterbacks.
The first half was extremely unexciting offensively as
:aoston College put up the
game's first points - an Aponavicius field goal - with 1:12
remaining in the second quarter.
But Greco's 44-yard run on
the coinciding drive put the
Knights at the I-yard line with
less than 30 seconds to play.
After two unsuccessful
attempts, Greco barely crossed
the plane on third and goal and
UCF claimed a 7-3 lead at the
hal£

In Calabrese's second
series, he completed a pass
attempt - a 7-yard pass to
Brian Watters - and rushed
two times for six yards.
Calabrese finished 4-of-8
for 37 yards and an interception.
Greco and Calabrese rotated at quarterback for the rest
ofthe game, and the duo combined for just 129 yards
through the air and four interceptions.
What Boston College did
to Greco, the Knights did to
Chris Crane.
Crane struggled in his first
two series, completing one
pass and nearly being picked
off by Joe Burnett.
Crane was relieved by
Davis, but only for two series.
Crane finished the game with
207 ·passing yards, one
touchdown and three interceptions. He also had two
touchdown runs.

UCF run offense vs. BC run

defense
For yet another game, redshirt
freshman
Ronnie
Weaver struggled to find
open lanes, running 14 times
for 42 yards.
UCF head coach George
O'Leary did use three running
backs in the game, with Brandon Davis and Latavius Murray combining for eight carries, but Weaver claimed the
lion's share of the carries
again.
The
Boston College
defense held the Knights in
check for most of the game,
and UCF averaged just 3.6

NEWS TO NOTE
THIEVERY
The Knights had three interceptions
against Boston College on Saturday.
They have picked off at least one pass
in each of their past 11 games.
WHO'S THE MAN?

UCF's quarterbacks Michael Greco and
Rob Calabrese combined for one
touchdown, four inteKeptions and
completed l~f-32 passes.

•

.

off returns.
Burnett returned seven
kickoffs for a total ofl75 yards,
including a long of 43 yards
after the Eagles scored their
first touchdown of the game.
But the UCF offense continually could not take advantage of the good field position

UCF defense vs. BC offense

The Knights again showed
that they are no slouches
when it comes to defense.
They allowed 405 total yards
of offense, but that is to be
yards per carry.
expected when a unit spends
The most exciting rush of more than 35 minutes on the
the game came on a broken field
play, when Greco scrambled ·
Senior safety Jason Venson
from the pocket and darted led the way for UCF, deliveracross the field all the way to ing bone-crushing hits and
the I-yard line.
notching off his eighth career
Three plays later, Greco interception.
The Knights allowed big
scored UCF's only points of
the game.
plays sparingly, especially in
the second half, but when
Special teams
they did, the Eagles were able
UCF's kick return and to capitalize, which negated
punting units gave the UCF's strong play in the first
Knights an edge, but a stag- hal£
nant offense and shoddy field
goal kicking negated it.
Looking forward
Daren Daly missed two
For the Knights, the loss
field goal attempts - one was an awful outcome for the
from 25 yards and another their first road game of the
from 23 yards.
season. Now ~y have until
The Knights were given a Saturday against UTEP to try
couple gifts in the first half and fix their problems.
when Boston College kicker
Defense wins champiSteve Aponavicius missed his onships, but not ifa team can'~
first field goal attempt and score points.
punter
Ryan
Qµi.gley
There may be no better
shanked two punts, which ointment for UCF's ailment
traveled distances of 24 and than the Miners defense,
17yards.
which allows nearly 40 points
UCF punt returner Joe per contest.
Burnett only returned two
The Knights play the Minpunts for a total of seven ers on Saturday at 7 p.m. in El
yards, but he shined on kick- Paso, Texas.
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CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S
PREMIER MBA PROGRAM
IS ONE THING.
EARNING IT IS ANOTHER.

UT

Melinda Caron. MBA '07
Senior Auditor
. City of St. Petersburg, FL

IS ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO EARN YOUR MBA

according to the Princeton Review, which named The
University of Tampa's John H. Sykes College of Business as

one of the "Best 290 Business Schools in the World" tor the second straight

•
•
•

T A M P A
JOHN H. SYKES COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

year. The college is also accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB), the highest level of accred itation a business
school can earn internationally. Admis~ion to UT's MBA Program is the area's
most selective too -

so you'll be among the best of the best. When you're

ready to start your degree, choose Tampa's Most Selective MBA.
Reserve your seat at our next Info Session to learn about UT's graduate programs:

MBA • MS in Accounting

MS in Finance MS in Marketing

INFO SESSIONS
Sept 27 and Nov. 8
10 am -12:30 pm
Sykes Cul l;,\18 of 8us1 11c,::
RrJ0,11 134

RSVP: ,E13) 75B 7409
E-llld' I 1Jtr1r,1d1i'1J1 rrh1
Rcqi'i l t.! r r1niine at

SYMBOL OFEDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

I

401 W. Kennedy Blvd .• Tampa, FL 33606-1490

www.ut.edu/graduate

.
•
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Defensive errors lead to late goal for the Jayhawks
FROM

A7

Williams for her second goal
on the year.
As the half progressed,
both teams pushed through a
possession battle, as each
looked to add the next score.
Kansas was the one to capitalize and the Jayhawks
grabbed the lead on a Kelsey
Clifton goal assisted by Jessica Bush.
Clifton slid past the
Knights defense an!i had a
short break toward the net:
Reis came out to challenge
the play but Clifton slipped a
shot by just in time for her
first of the season.
The goal gave Kansas a 21 lead going into the ha1£
The Jayhawks controlled
the opening portion of the
second half and had most of
the scor~g chances. They
went right at the Knights to
add to their lead and tried to
shut UCF out of getting back
into the game.
But 15 minutes in, UCF
caught a break. Danielle dos
Santos brought the ball down
the wing and tried to maneuver around a Jayhawks
defender. She was tripped up
in the box and the Knights

were awarded a penalty kick
Becca Thomas was chosen to take the shot.
She moved toward the
ball, paused slightly, then
fired a shot right at Hanley.
She made the initial save
but the rebound went right
back to Thomas, who pounded the ball into the net to
even the score.
The goal instantly sparked
the Knights and from that
point on the game turned
into a shooting frenzy. The
Knights fired 16 shots in the
second half, seven of which
were on net.
Kansas wasn't fazed by
the Knights pressure and
continued to put plenty of
pressure of their own on
UCF.
It only appeared to be a
matter of time before one of
the teams added the next
goal as play went back and
forth at a speedy pace.
The Jayhawks narrowly
missed taking the lead on
chances by Sheri Hince, who
found herself out in the open
with no one around several
times.
On one shot, she sent a
laser at the net but Reis
deflected it over the goal.

NEWS TO NOTE
HOMESICK
The Knights lost at home for the first
time since 2006, when they lost 2-1
to the Memphis Lady Ttgers.The loss
snapped a streak of 16 consecutive
unbeaten home games for UCF.
CREAM OF THECROP
Wrth the loss, UCF is 2-2 against the
Top 25 this season.
GET READY, GET SET
The Knights now head out on the
road to open Conference USA play at
UAB and Memphis this week.

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Hanna Wilde and Kansas' Kortney Gifton go up for a ball during the Jaywawks' 3-2 win
against the Knights on Friday night. Wilde recorded 3 shots on goal and an assist.

Later, she stood clear of all UCF
defenders but rushed her
attempt and sent it sailing over
the net
Then with 9 minutes
remaining, Kansas delivered
the late heartbreaker.
Williams sen~ a rainbow

from midfield to the left side of
the box. Emily Cressy picked it
up and struck a line drive into
the right comer of the net to
give her team a much needed
go-ahead goal on her teamleading fifth of the year.
The Knights were down but

not yet quite out. They continued to swarm the Kansas zone
but as the minutes ticked offthe
clock so did their chance at
tying the game. They came up
just short and lost fot the first
time at home since 2006.
"There's such a thing as
playing well in a loss and we
played well in a loss," Cromwell
said. "In other sports, usually
the team that plays the best

wins, but in soccer that's not
always the case. The· player's
played very well tonight.
'We made a couple ofdefensive errors that gave them their
goals so that was frustrating
because I felt like we worked
hard to get our goals, and we
kind of gave them their goals a
little bit," Cromwell said.
Despite the loss, the Knights
made a step in the right direction. They had a season-high 22
shots and sustained lpng offensive possessions.
"I think it's just where we are
in the season and it's finally
clicking and we've gotten into
that rhythm now. We worked
on it this week as well and did
some stuff with our midfield
defense."
,
The loss ended the Knights'
six-game unbeaten streak and
moved them to 3-2-0 against
ranked teams this season. They
are now 5-2-1 pverall, while
Kansas is now 6-1-0.
UCF will now travel to
Birmingham, Ala., to face UAB
on Friday to kick off conference
play.
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Hi_-tech phones are more entertaining on
America s largest 3G network.
1

UNIVERSITY
WALK-iN
MEDICALCENTER

NEW
Verizon Wireless Blitz™

LG Dare™
ALL TOUCH WITH
INTEGftATED QWERTY

$19999

"The Doctor Is Always In"

$249.99 2-yr. price - $50
mail-in rebate debit card.
With new 2-yr. activation on
a Nationwide Calling Plan.

U gent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment NecessarJ.

Samsung Glyde™

SLIM SLIDER
PACKEDWITH FUN

THE BEST OF TOUCH
ANOQWERTY

s4999

s7999

$99.99 2-yr. price - $50
mail-in rebate debit card.
With new 2-yr. activation.

$129.99 2-yr. price - $50
mail-in rebate debit card.
With new 2-yr. activation on
a Nationwide Calling Plan.

11550 University Blvd. • Or,ando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holi~ays

U niversityWal.kin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(located less than 1 mile from UCF, .
versity Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

<!;>Rhapsod)(

Introducing V CAST Music with Rhapsody•, a Verizon Wireless
Exclusive. From top artists to hidden ge ms, get unlimited
access to music for your phone and
computer for one low m onthly fee.

s1

99
monthly
access

Switch to America's Most Reliable Wireless Network!
Call 1.888.640.8776· ·-

Click verizonwireless.com

Visit any store

VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES
Open 51/nday,. Todinicians anHabl• at seloct loQnons.

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
440 E. Altamonte
Springs Dr.
407-831-4664
DAYTONA BEACH
~98 W. International
Speedway
386-226-8000
GAINESVILU
Oaks Mall Kiosk
next to Gator Mania
352-331-0379
KIRKMAN.
3120 S. Kirkman Rd.
407-294-2515

KISSIMMEE
1340 W. Osceola Pkwy.,
Ste. 101
407-343-0S16
LADY LAKE
870 N. Hwy. 27/441, Ste. G.
352-3S0-2861
·LEESBURG
Lake Square Mall Kiosk
near Food Court
3S2-787-2449
MELBOURNE
1406 W. New Haven
321-984--0320

Alcatel•Lucent@

t Verizon Wireless not available at all BJ's Membership Clubs.

.,

__

MERRITT ISLAND
Merritt Island Square Mall
neld: to Sears ·
321-454-3211
OCOEE
West Oaks Mall
in front of Bath
& Body Works
.407-290-0000
ORANGEOTY
1169 Saxon Blvd.,
Ste. 100
386-774-1822
ORLANDO
2914 E. Colonial Dr.
407--894-5n0

7720 S. Orange
Bto~somTrail
407-851-9040 ·
OVIEDO
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-365-4949
SANFORD
Seminole Towne
Center Kiosk 2nd floor
407-320-1949
1615 Rinehart Rd.1107
407-32,-0186
WATERFORD LAKES
626 N. Alafaya Trl.,
Ste. 109
407-823-7751

WINTER GARDEN
3107 Daniels Rd.,
Ste. 102
407-905-4701

THE VERIZON
WIRELESmmS
STORE •
t
INSIDE •

THE VERIZON
WIRELESS
STORE~
INSIDE~!

Kissimmee
Lake Underhill
Millenia
Sanford

Orlando North
Orlando South
Orlando West
Ortando Central

BUSINESS
CUSTOMERS
PLEASE CALL
1.800.VZWABfZ
(899A249)

Activation fff/lino: $35 ($25 fot stcondary famUySharoPlan• lints w/2-,r. Agmtsi
IMPORTANT COHSUMBI INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agmt, Calling Plan, rebate form & credit app<oval. Up to S17S early terminatJoo ftt/line& od>«chaiges. Offfflilld<lJYffigt, ,ary,ng bJsemc,, oat avallable M<YWhere. Rhapsody and t~ Rhapsody logo are
·,egistettdtrademarksofRNINetworu, lnc.DMce capobll~ies:Add1chafJes&conditlonsapply.Rebat<de!JrtcardtJ2>upto6w.ns&expiR>illl2mooths.l.imiteHimeoffon.WhllosupplieslasLNe!WOll:deUils.cooeragernaps&VCASTMUStCw/Rhapsodysubrolpt10n
de!ailsat weriZDnwlreless.com. g _21JORVerlzon Wlttless.
RDUNI
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Jlistoric bailout lets
offthehook
I

<

Toe same goes with the
dream on.
economy. Buying up all of the ·
Most of the people who are
troubled mortgages and essenfacing foreclosure right now
tially socializing the home-loan are people that shouldn't own
industry is just going to make
homes in the first place. It's not
things worse. It will allow the
to say that they are bad people,
irresponsible banks who
but many of them just aren't
caused this problem in the first financially qualified to own a
place to walk away with little
home. We do realize that home
to no consequences and conownership is part of the Ameritinue business as if nothing
can dream, but unfortunately it
happened. All the while, the
isn't always feasible for every
national debt will increase by
American to do so.
almost 10 percent.
Banks were basically giving
You might ask yourself how
sub-prime mortgages to anyone
far the national debt can go
who could sign their name.
before it's just a number that
While it was completely reckdoesn't meari anything anyless on the lenders' part, the
more. Well, another part of the
unlucky victims are the homeproposal is to simply raise the
owners
with
outrageous
national debt ceiling from $10.6 · adjustable rate mortgages, and
they are paying the price for
trillion to $11.315 trillion. If this
continues, the U.S. Dollar will
getting misinformation from
be worth about the same as the the bank.
Treasury Secretary Hank
Zimbabwean Dollar. It costs
roughly $8 million to buy a loaf Paulson said, "I am convinced
of bread in Zimbabwe.
that this bold approach will cost
According to 'CNN, the purAmerican families far less tlian
the alternative - a continuing
pose of this new proposal is to
buy $700 billion worth of trou- series of financial institution
bled mortgages at a di~count
failures and frozen credit marfrom the banks and lenders,
kets unable to fund economic
hold on to them until the mar- - expansion." If this proposal
ket adjusts itself and then sell
passes Congress, which it most .
likely will, we certainly hope
them fo;r a profit. CNN also
said that experts are cautiously Secretary Paulson is right in his
optimistic about the plan's abil- confidence.
ity to fix the housing market. ·
A $700 billion bailout might
The only thing that is fairly
be the biggest gamble the gov:certain is that this proposal
ernment has ever taken on the
will help bail out the banks that economy. If the plan should fail,
are taldng massive writeit :w-on't necess~ily harm indidowns and raising capital that
vidual Americans because their
just isn't there.
mortgages will just be added to
Does Bush really think that
our running tab with China; but
just because the government
it will almost certainly leave the
would essentially become an
federal government in a state of
enormous"'bank that people
turmoil, the likes of which we
will be more able to pay their
haven't · seen since the Great
mortgages? If that's the logic ·
Depression, and in a hole that it
behind _h is reasoning, he can
may never dig itself out of.

n recent weeks, newspaper
headlines and television
newscasts have been literally dominated by troubles in
the economy.
Toe housing market can't
seem to find a rock bottom and
regional banks are failing left
and-right and leaving many
customers stranded with only
the guarantee from the FDIC
that covers up to $100,000 of
their assets. Fannie Mae and ·
Freddie Mac, the two largest
mortgage lenders in the coun'try, were taken over last week,
and now Lehman Brothers, a
financial-servicf:!s giant, has
filed for the largest bankruptcy
in U.S. history.
· What's the George W. Bush
solution to all of these problems? What else? _T hrow more
money at them and hope that
things get better. Except this
isn't like the naivete of giving a
few bucks to a transient in
hopes that they will actually
spend it on food. President'
Bush wants to throw $700 bil. lion, (yes, billion with a "B") at
the problem and just pray that
it corrects itself.
Bush said, "It is a big pack- .
age because it's a big problem.
Toe risk of doing nothing-far
outweighs the risk of the package." ·
We agree that the proposal
is as big as the problem, and
we agree that the government
can't just sit back and do nothing, but we'll have to agree to
disagree that bailing everyone
out of this mess is the right
answer.
We've got news for you, it
doesn't do any good to change
the tire on your car when your
engine has seized from putting
off an oil change too long.

N~TE BEELER / THEWASHINGTON EXAMINER

When did elitis
.become .a bad t ing?
every gove
ent position.
When did it beco~e a
bad thing to be better than
Think about t in othet terms.
everyone else?
'
Right no pick your
favorite spo team. Bas~ball,
.
I should probably start
this off by saying that I like
football, wha ver, it doesn't
really matter. ow think about
all of my friends. They are a
good batch of friends. If you
_ the person in e most crucial
are my friend, and you are
position, like t 1! quarterback
reading this,. it is not meant
or the pitcher.
as an insult,·trust me.
. Do you w
that person
judged on mas erful athletiAs much as I like my
JEFF RILEY
Online News-Editor
cism, the abili to pound in a
friends, I would not want
any of my friends running
touchdown fro the red zone,
the free world as we know it. TJ;ie same someone who can roe t in a 100-mph
goes for myself. I sure don't think I am. fastball acro~s the plat Or do you
near qualified to run the United States. want someone who is t great, but
man, you really want t hang out with
I want someone better, someone
them?
with more education and knowledge
than I could ever dream of retaining. I
This Americanized ti-intelligence
want someone who actually wouldn't
movement has got to st
want to hang out with me or go to din- · It is a shame that we e even at the
point where the general ublic actually
ner with me.
'
In today's political environment,
hears a word synonymo with better
that means I support an elitist.
and instantly assigns it something
Gasp.
.
negative.
That's right. I said it.
We need to get back o track with
I really don't understand the trend
idealizing the best and th brightest,
in thought and punditry that someone
especially when it comes o governwho acts, or better yet actually is, bet- --.. .m ent positions. You kno the ones
ter than the rest of us is someµow a
who make the decisions at affect
bad person simply because of it. They . pretty much everything in ur daily
throw on the label "elitist," and now
lives.
have corrupted the word to the point
Judge·JiPresidential·can id.ate on
that when the average person hears it,
their education, experienc ideals,
they assume the worst.
commitments and beliefs, j st please
Why? What is sowrong about being stop thinking that they are omehow a
the best?
bad person because they ar better. ,In
If anything, we should strive to find
the condition we are in, we esperately
need the best of the best.
·
the most elite person possible to run

~)
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BC's hospitality a
lesson.for Knights
.

A

• •
•
• •

fter retreating from a
depressing loss at
Boston College, we at
the Future realized something
about ourselves that we never
had really paid attention to
before. We are mean. We are
very, very mean - UCF football fans, that is.
As so many of us traveled to
Massachusetts to pack the visitor section at Alumni Stadium,
it was quite a different experience being the small fish in a . ,
big pond of Boston College
fans.
Although we aren't horrible
fans, and we certainly have a
good time, Boston College
showed us nothing but kindness, even when some of us got
lost in the student section of
their stands. Had Boston Col. lege been visiting UCF, it
would have been a small war if
their fans were caught smack ,
dab in the center of our "trampoline" of student fans.
Now, don't get us wrong, we
aren't saying UCF fans are bad,
or wrong, or even unjustified to
be defensive and prideful of
their school, all we are saying is
that Boston College showed us
that you can still be competitive without being, well, mean.
Think back more than two
weeks ago, when the University
of South Florida Bulls came to
Orlando for their final game
against the Knights. It was no
rarity to see Bulls fans around
campus being booed, shouted
at or even somewhat harassed.
Chants of "overrated" filled the
stands at the end of the first
half.
After the game, Knight fans
justified the need for referees
to be shuttled away from the ~

r

~+

.

stadium, lining up ·to throw
to the fact they don't view us as
things at the van as it left the
an intimidating team. .
UCF and Boston c;:ollege are
stadium.
also separated by 1,200 miles
However, fun as this may
have been, and while the Bulls
and a conference. BC also
doesn't have teanl$ with the
also participated in the madness, at Boston College, UCF
history of Florida, Florida State
and Miami in their.backyard.
fans were hardly tampered
But in that same breath,
with, let alone even frowned
aren't we sometimes just as
upon.
nasty to fans of other schools
Think b,a ck more than one
who visit our campus as we
year ago, when we broke in
were to intimidating teams like
Bright' House Networks StadiUSF?
um against the Texas LongSurely a Marshall or ECU
horns.
-fan _wouldn't dream of entering
Our football team earned
some respect by almost beating our student section for fear of
an all-out brawl, or at least a ·
the then sixth-ranked team in
rain of boos and "(School
the nation. Some Knights fans,
Name) sucks!" Dream on
however, decided to showcase
their civility by harassing Long- Matthew McConaughey: We
don't care how famous you are
horn fans.
Letters to the editor told sto- or who you portray. We
ries ofUCF fans throwing beer AREN'T Marshall, so stay on
your side. Right?
cans at elderly burnt-orange
But with every negative
alumni, cursing out a couple
with their baby in tow and spit- there's always a positive, and
Knights fans surely showed
ting on Texas fans.
The word "hooligans" was
Boston College that we have
usecf a lot in these letters.
some serious school spirit.
As the Eagles pounded us
At least many of these fans
Saturday, we still jumped up
are fair-weather, leaving both
and down when they unknowthe Texas and USF games the
ingly played our anthem moment the score no longer
"Zombie Nation" by Kernkraft
justified the taunting. ·
400.
As Knights fans cascaded
We still cheered, we still
through the stone-lined cam-"
stood, we clapped, we stomped
pus sporting our black and
gold, striking out among all the
and nearly all of us stayed the
BC maroon and gold, there was entirety of the game, even
no booing, no name-calling, not though UCF was down by a
few dozen points.
-even a dirty look.
In fact, it was not an oddity
WhiletheUCFfanbasehas
to see BC fans actually being
had it's share of unflattering
hospitable to the Knights. Sure- moments, at its core are a
ly, this wouldn't necessarily
group of fans who has as much
have been the same story had
school spirit as any group in
the roles been reversed.
the country.
Some may argue that the
We may be mean, but gosh
school's kind behavior was due
darn, we sure do have pep.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for pu lication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit em onli11e
at www.Centra/Fforidafuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556, Questions? Call 40 7-4558.

MAN ON THE STRE T
THE

WORD

AR 0 . UN D

'What-do you think abo t
a 4-day workweek at UC ?'

,/ti
Aerospace Engineering, Freshman

"Don't know ifthat applies to me,
· I've never had a job."

Micro Biology, Senior

"As a member of student govern-

ment, we couldn't get enough
done in a four day workweek."

Biology, Senior

'1t'sa good idea-peopled
much anyway:'
J

f'

SARAH ROGERS

SARA SETHI

MARLEE POPLUDER

Electrical Engineering , Senior

Accounting, Junior

Communications, Junior

"I love it. Iactually have a four-day
workweek for the first time in my
life right now, and it allows me a
full day to take care of my personal business."

"Ithink it's one of the best ideas
eve!) because if you look at other
coun\ries that work less, they have
more time for their families."
(/

"After working for an advertising
agency this summer, Idon't think
you can get enough done in a fourday work week."

"

f)
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
in person:

VISA, MC, AMfilC, Discover, Cash, Check

10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 ·a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES
~

Rate

100 H"' Wanted: General
125 H"'Wanted:Part-rime
150 H"'Wanted:Ful-rime
175 Business Opportunities

B

200
225
250
275

B
B
A
A

For Rent Homes
ForRentApartments
Roonwnates

Sublease
300 ForSale:Homes

C
C
C

B

325 For Sale: Automotive

B

350
375
400
500

A
A
B
A

For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services,

Announcements

600 Traver
700 Worship

SALES REP NEEDED!
Classified Sales Rep needed for
Central Florida Future & Seminole
Chronicle. Sales Experience
Preferred, Flexible Schedule, Great
Opportunity! Looking for hard
working, reliable, energetic person to
SELL SELL SELL! Email resume and
availability to:
Trishal@Knightnewspapers.com

Find high traffic locations to place free
ATMs. Earn $200 per successful
'
placement.
Email info@atmorlando.com for details.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3 .0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Baby sitter needed for 3 yr old boy
References required, must have car
Education major I female preferred
Call Karin: 407-271-4006

Line Cook Wanted. 15 minutes from
UCF Campus on SR434 &
Tuskawilla Rd. Apply on line @

.

www.beefobradys.com & su,bmit
application to Winter Springs Beef's
32708 zipcode.

Issues you care about:
Energy future, health care,
tuition costs, Iraq war
Work with great people

.TOMAKE.AYDiF°FERENCE

'Located Near Campus.
---407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

in a young girFs life?
BECOME AMENTOR AND HELP SHAPE THE
MINDS OF OUR FUTURE LEADERS WITH
THE GET REAL MENTORING PROGRAM!

,-----

'

. ADMINISTRATIVE
POSITION: Sanford firm seeks college
student for part-time administrative
position. Typing with Microsoft Word
required. Flexible work schedule. Fax
resume to 407-323-5423
or email gcraddock@lanier<;pas.com

OPEN!
U.S.Community Publishing, a div_
i sion
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to be responsible fo(the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment .
in Brevard County (Melbourne),' FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
·The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is .
, generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating digital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to researcb and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising ·
objectives.
Requirements
Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal· and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
· Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

I
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Large room for rent.
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mpps,
maid service) 2700 sq ft house.
15x12rm. Month-month contract. 10
min. to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 o r
CJE711 @yahoo.com

Room for Rent
$550. All util. incl. (cable, 15mbps,
maid service) 2000 sq ft house. Walk
in closets. Month-month contract. 5
min . to UCF. Contact 407-765-7674 or
CJE711 @yahoo.com
Furnished room, private bath/entrance.
All util. incl. $550/mo. plus security
deposit. No Smoking or drinking.· .
Female preferred. Call 407-733-2125

Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

DOWN
1 Cellmates,
casually
2 Mayberry kid
3 _ and crafts
4 Crusader's foe
5 Pynchon or
Paine

9/22/08

@ 2008 Trlbun. Modla Servicas, Jrte..
AR righla rosarvad.

6 Cleo's killer
7 Magician
Henning
8 Stadium roofs
9 Flinches
1O Battle hand
11 Spoken
12 Crystalline cavity
13_Park, CO
21 Diner
23 Moves at a quick
pace
25 Doofuses
27 Inspires
reverence
-28 Shredded
29 Acacia or
baobab
30 Waste pipe
34 • Marner•
36 Iraq's neighbor
37 Poet Teasdale
38 Canine
command
40 R im award
41 Observes
44 Contributed
46 Turning muscle

I
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Last issue solved
48 Leoiards
50 Complete
51 Camping
equipment
52 Shaquille of the
NBA
53 overjoy

54 LSD guru
57 C limb a rope
59 "Damn Yankees·
femme fatale
60 500-mile race
6 1 Scottish loch
64 Simian

Solution and new puzzles in next is~ue's Classifieds

Police Impounds for Sale! 92 Honda
Accord $600! 93 Acura Legend $750!!
For listings call (800)366-9813 Ext
927 1.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

MUST SEE!!!

ACROSS
1 Ride free
· 6 Uses an abacus
10 Hourly payment
14 First name in
talk shows
15 Fine residue
16 Pub servings
17 Explosive liquid,
briefly
, 18 Large wildcat
19 Plant part
20" Street•
22 Writer Stein
24 Star of "Misery"
26 Long steps
27 Certified
31 Great Lakes
locks
32 Frayed
33 Makes a goof
35 Actress Van
Devere
39 Before. to a poet
40 Confers holy
orders upon
42 "Norma "
43 Burpee order
45 Missile storage
46 Far from
common
47 10th mo.
49 "_ Velvet•
51 Pedicurist's
target
55 In the mail
56 Expands
58 Soviet dictator
62 Swell!
63 Chuckle
65 Observe :Yorn
Kippur
66 "Little Man
67 Excursion
68 Common
maladies
69 Husky pull
70 "Auld Lang
71 Cafeteria
carriers

1983 Mercedes-Benz 240 Diesel
Drive for Free -- Convert to WVO/SVO!
A/C, Sunroof, etc. $4.5k 080
(407) 314-5228 jkoebel@gmail.com

AVON - Easy sales! Everyone loves
AVON! Just $1'0 to start! Email
ehume127@gmail.com for more
information.

WWW.CAMERONMITCHELL.COM

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

5 7 1 3 al
1 2 6 · - - -5- · 9_18 _,7
4
6
,2
I

1 Roommate Needed for 2 bdrm ,
private bath house. $300/mo. Utilities
Incl. Fully furnished. W/ private deck &
comm . pool. Call Jodie 407-731 -3766

2/2 House for Sale 1 mile from UCF!
Off of Coral Reef Drive near Alafaya
Trail. Tile throughout, W/D, Central
Heat and Air, Large Fenced in back
yard, No HOA f~es . Call (727)5441088 for more info.

2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369

..
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3
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CROSSWORD

~Homes

Why your best
self-employment opportunity
might involve' some teamwork.

,a

I

suldo l ku

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sud_oku.com

NOW HIRING FOR:

'

--

I

~ FOR SALE:

Fl~!-1 • ST~AKS · COCKTAILS

OPENING NOVEMBFR 2008
AT THE RIALTO

EOE

I

i

!

Boardwalk Apt ONLY $425/month!
4 bed/4 bath w/ 3 females. Fully
furnished. Inc All utilities & internet.
Available January 1 ! CALL 727-8046625

APPLY IN PERSON:
M -F 10-6 & Sat 12-5
Hiring Office@ The Rialto • 7 339 West Sandlake Rd.
Orlando, FL 32819 • Call 407340.7398
.

SJ.9
SJ.3

$9

! 8 -~4 - 1

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse.
$600/mo. Includes Util. Near UCF
( 407)620-3303 or 305-613-2200

If} orq

SERVERS, BARTENDERS, HOSTS,
LINE COOKS, DISHWASHERS,
SERVER ASSISTANTS

Rate(

SJ.3

I

THE MODERN
AMERICAN SUPPER CLUB

•

Female roommate wanted ASAP to
share a beautiful house in Waterford
lakes with 2 other girls. No smoking,
must clean up after yourself. $500 a
month plus utilities. Call 305-206-3831

fu111I01~mfv1111atwI1(unl ,l(f Cen Srolt ur Gtt/ Swub ufCmm <ou,wl

101896.4475 ext 11Jloroc1m~c1um

I

6 '

Rate B

$9
$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

I

BARTENDERS WANTED .
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

•

B
B
B

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

100

•

B

~

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Surf the Web Secretly Access
restricted websites like Myspace,
Facebook and others from work,
home, llbraries etc. Removes ALL
· traces of your activity from the
computer. No one can see what
web sites yo!!_ are visiting www.surfthewebsecretly.com FREE
DOWNLOAD

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Oviedo Alafaya Woods Home Avail to
Faculty and Students! 4/2.5/2 with
living, dining, family, fireplace, pool,
3000sq. ft. $1780/mo-Neg. 1st Month
FREE Call 941 -737-9522

Room in Nice Pool Home
Oviedo <5ml from UCF: $500/mo.
Incl. utll. cable & Internet. No
smoke or drink: Call 407-221~9141
TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
approx. 1 mile from UCF campus
2bd/2ba w/loft, washer/dryer, patio.
Avallable Now
Hurry, wont last!!! $675/mo.
Call 954-648-6644

As a Financial Representative of the Northwestern Mutual Financial Network, you' ll be
in business for yourself, but not by yourself. You' ll work with a network of specialists to
help clients achieve the ir financial goals. You'll he lp clients build and preserve wealth.
A: you·II become a trusted financial confidant- known for your expert guidan~e and
innovative solutfons. W e offer a proven training program and unlimited income
potential. Call Ala nna today to arrange a no-obligation meeting.

•"'
•
•"
•

To measure your self- employment potential, visit www.nmfn.com/meieragenc.y
and look for the Seff-Emplayment Screen or call our local office.

mil

ROOMMATES

$450/mo utilities/net included
3/1 house ten minutes from UCF
9549371223 koyapb@ix.netcom .com
available now

Alan- F. Buono
Director of Recruiting

W Northwestern Mutual

(407)754-0507
alanna.buono@nmfn.com

FINA . CJAL

www.nmfn.com/meoeragency

~~~ ~ ...... ~ , , . _ , . ••
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Pegasus Landing 4/4 Apt
available. Third floor apt. $515/month
util, valet trash, int, cable, water incl.
Male apt. Contact CJ (727)457-9110

AVALON PARK, 1 room w/private bath
in a 4/3 house. $500/month all utilities
included. Large common areas c lose
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call
Alex 843-298-2074

The Meier Agency
Winter Park. Fl

Cit>-~

The Crest at Waterford Lakes!
Luxury Condo 2br/2ba, w/d, gym, pool
Available ASAP, $550/roommate + 1/2
util. Call (407) 247-6423

I
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn ex.tr~ CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
V."\\ W.dciplasma.com

..
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who wants you to be

,well connected?
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m_e et mark and g(;3t hooked up W·i th
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free stuff
\

WHER,E:

University of Central Florida Bookstore

RAL:LY:

9122 • 4-6pm

EVENT:

9122-26 • 11 am-4pm -

~·>

-:>

How Do I Text
UCFNEWS to 44636 . .
UCFKNIGHTS -

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.
Text stop to end at
any tin;1e.

I.

Grab your cell phone.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFKNIGHTS"

~

4. Send this message to 44636
Begin receiving
5. UCF Knights Football Scores!
(41NFO).

•
•
•

·'Untral ·!Jloriba !future

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF sinie- 19611;

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from th~ Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636: Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply

:,

